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CHAPTER R 

Thee effect of service-time 

variabilityy I 

Inn this chapter we study the impact of service-time distributions on the 

distributionn of the maximum queue length during a busy period for the 

M/G/ ll  queue with batch arrivals. The maximum queue length is an 

importantt random variable to understand when designing the buffer size 

forr finite buffer systems. We show the somewhat surprising result that 

forr non-preemptive queueing disciplines and for three types of preemptive 

LIFOO disciplines, the maximum queue length during a busy period is 

smallerr when service times are more variable (in the convex sense). This 

chapterr is based on the joint paper [43] with Righter and Koole. 

5.11 Introduction 

Inn this chapter we leave the realm of the FB queue and consider queues with different 

servicee disciplines, namely non-preemptive disciplines and preemptive (resume or 

repeat)) LIFO disciplines. For these disciplines we study the effect of the variability 

inn the service times on the maximum queue length. Another deviation from the 
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60 0 Chapterr 5 The effect of service-time variability I 

previouss chapters is that at the arrival instants a batch of customers arrives. The 

batchh sizes are i.i.d. and independent of the interarrival and service times. This 

queuee is called the M A / G /1 queue, where X is the generic batch size. 

Ann important design issue for telecommunication systems and other applications 

iss determining the buffer size when buffers are finite. We can better understand the 

effectt of a particular buffer size by understanding the distribution of the maximum 

queuee length during a busy period in an infinite buffer system. Buffer overflow 

shouldd be a rare event. The probability of this event is determined by the tail 

behaviourr of the distribution of M. the maximum queue length in a busy period. 

Inn this chapter we study the maximum queue length M for the M x / G /1 queue 

forr non-preemptive queueing disciplines and three types of preemptive LIFO (last-

comee first-served) disciplines. For each of these queueing disciplines we describe the 

dependencee of the distribution of M on the distribution of the service times. This 

allowss us to show the effect of service-time distributions on M. as stated in (i)-(iv) 

below. . 

Forr a fixed service discipline, let M and M' be the maximum number of customers 

duringg a busy period in two M ^ / G / l queues with generic service times B and B'. 

andd with the same batch arrival rate A, and the same distribution of the generic 

batchh size X. We assume that the distributions of B and B' are such that the 

queuess are stable. Let n denote the service discipline. In this chapter we show that 

thee following relations hold; the definitions of the various stochastic orders are given 

inn the next section: 

(i)) 7T is non-preemptive: if B' < icv B. then M' <uv M. 

(ii )) IT is LIFO-p-resume. i.e. preempted services are resumed when service recom-
mences:: if B' <LT B. then M' <at M. 

(iii )) TT is LIFO-p-repeat (with resampling), i.e. preempted services must be restarted 

fromm scratch when service recommences, and a new service time is chosen from 

thee service-time distribution: if E(e"XB') > E(erXB), then M' <st M, 

(iv )) 7T is LIFO-p-repeat-without-resampliiig. i.e. preempted services must be restarted 

fromm scratch, but the service requirement for a customer is the same each time 

itss service is restarted: if B' < icr B. then M' <st M. 

AA consequence of our results is the somewhat surprising conclusion that M will 

bee stochastically smaller when service times are more variable (in the convex sense) 

underr the three preemptive LIFO disciplines, and the mean of M wil l be smaller when 

servicee times are more variable (in the convex sense) for non-preemptive disciplines. 
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Miyazawaa [39] and Miyazawa and Shanthikumar [40] considered the loss rate, 

i.e.. the probability that a random customer will be lost, for the queue with a finite 

bufferr 6, called the Mx/G/l/6 queue. They showed that under non-preemptive 

disciplines,, the loss rate will be larger when service times are more variable in the 

convexx sense. Our result relates to the loss rate, but the effect goes in the other 

direction.. That is, we show for each n E N that P(M > n) is smaller when service 

timess are larger in the convex sense. Here P(M > b) is the probability of at least 

onee loss during a busy period in the Mx/G/l/b queue. See also Chang et al. [11]. 

Forr other results on the impact of the service time and batch size distributions 

onn various performance measures of queueing systems, see for example Hordijk [26], 

Makowskii  [35], and Shanthikumar and Yao [61], and the references therein. 

Thee chapter is organised as follows. We first recall some definitions of stochastic 

orderingg in the next section. We then study M for non-preemptive disciplines, and 

finallyy we consider the LIFO preemptive disciplines (ii)-(iv) . The chapter is concluded 

withh asymptotics for the maximum queue length in two of the LIFO queues. 

5.22 Preliminaries 

Recalll  the following stochastic ordering relations for two random variables X and Y. 

Definitio nn 5.1 (Convex order) X is larger than Y in the convex order, X >cx 

Y,Y, if E<f>(X) > E(j)(Y) for all convex functions <ft for which the expectations exist. 

Notee that if Var(X) and Var{EY) exist, then X >cx Y implies both EX = EY and 

Var(X)) > Var(y). In this sense the convex ordering is an ordering of variability in 

randomm variables. 

Definitio nn 5.2 ( Increasing concave order) X is larger than Y in the increasing 

concavee order, X > icv Y, if E(fi(X) > E<p(Y) for all increasing concave functions <f> 

forfor which the expectations exist. 

Thee relation <i CV is implied by stochastic domination <st and by the convex order 

relationn >cx 

Definitio nn 5.3 (Laplace transfor m order) X is larger than Y in the Laplace 

transformm order, X >LT Y, if E[e-0X]  < E[er9Y\ for all 0 > 0 for which the 

expectationsexpectations exist. 

Notee that X >cx Y implies X <LT Y  We also need the following definitions and 

results,, which can be found in Shaked and Shanthikumar [60]. or are proved here. 
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Lett O be a convex set of parameters, where 6 C [0. oc) or 6 C N0. where 

N00 = {0.1.2 } . For 8 G B. let Pe be a univariate distribution. It is convenient to 

introducee for each 8 a random variable X(8) with distribution P#. 

Definitio nn 5.4 (SICV) The family {X{8).8 G 6}  of random variables is stochas-

ticallyy increasing and concave, notation {X{8).8 G 6}  G SICV, if EQ{X{9)) is 

increasingincreasing and concave in 8 for all increasing concave functions &. 

Lemmaa 5.5 Let X(8) have a Poisson distribution with mean rO for some r > 0. 

ThenThen {X{0).9ee} G SICV. 

Lemmaa 5.6 Let Y\.Y2 be i.i.d. random variables and let X{n) = VJ"=1 ^» for 

nn > 0. X(0) = 0. Then {X(n). n e N0}  6 SICV. 

Thee following lemma states that the class SICV is closed under composition. Let A 
bee a convex set in [0. oc) or {(). 1. 2 . . . . }. 

Lemmaa 5.7 Let {X{9),9 e (-)}  be a family of A-valued random variables and let 

{Y(\).{Y(\). XGA} be another family of random variables. If {X(9).9 G 9}  e SICV and 

{Y{\).{Y{\). X e A}  e SICV, then {Y{X{0)).9 e 8}  € SICV. 

Lemmaa 5.8 Suppose that {X{6).9 e 6}  G SICV and that the random variables Yx 

andand Y2 satisfy P{YX G B) = P{Y2 G 9) = 1. IfY} > lcv Y2, then X^) > icv X{Y2). 

Prooff  Let 0 be an increasing concave function and let V'(y) — Eé(X(y)) for all 

yy G B. Then V> is increasing and concave because {X(8).6 G B}  G SICV. The 

inequalityy Y\ > ici. Y2 now implies EiliYi) > Ec'{Y2) and the proof is completed. D 

5.33 Non-preemptive service disciplines 

Wee first consider the M A /G /1 queue with a non-preemptive service discipline. We 

alsoo assume that the discipline is work-conserving, or non-idling, i.e. the server is not 

idlee as long as there is work in the queue. The order of service may be arbitrary, but 

iss not allowed to depend on actual or residual service times, i.e. the server cannot 

lookk into the future. Permitted service disciplines include FIFO, LIFO (without 

preemption)) and Random Order of Service (R05). Under ROS. after the departure 

off  a customer, a new customer is chosen for service uniformly from all customers 

inn the queue. Let X be a generic batch size with arbitrary distribution and mean 

H*H*  and suppose the arrival rate of batches is A. We assume the distribution of the 

genericc service time. B. is such that the queue is stable. Xp,EB < 1. 
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Wee first develop a characterisation of M. the maximum number in the system 

duringg a random busy period, using the following notation. Let N = N(B\) be 

thee number of batch arrival times that occur during the first service of the busy 

period,, Bu and let N{s) = [A r(£i) | #i = s]. Let Y = Y(N) = Yl?=1 X{ be the total 

numberr of customers to arrive during the first service, where X{ are i.i.d. copies of 

X.X. Let X\ be the number of customers in the first batch of the busy period. 

Lett Mt, i — 1,2...., be i.i.d. copies of M, and define maxi_i,..,(n Mi to be 0 if 

nn = 0. Define M{k.y) = \M\XX = k.Y = y] and M(k) =  = A-], so that. 

M(XM(XUUY)Y) = M = M{X1). 

Theoremm 5.9 The maximum queue length M(k, y) for the M/G/l queue under a 

non-preemptivenon-preemptive discipline satisfies 

M(k,y)M(k,y) = k + y- l + max{l; max {M{ - z}} , k>l,y>0. 
ii  = l fc+y— 1 

Prooff  At the end of the first service time X\ +Y — \ = k + y — 1 customers are 

present.. Let us call them customers 1, 2 , . . .. k + y — 1, and let us call the first 

customerr to be served customer 0. Since the discipline is non-preemptive, the order 

inn which the customers are served does not change the distribution of the (maximum) 

queuee length, so let us assume service is as follows. Customer 1 starts service when 

customerr 0 leaves, and then all the customers that arrive during customer 1's service 

aree served, and all the customers that arrive during those customers' services are 

served,, etc.. before customers 2 through k + y — 1 start service. That is, customers 2 

throughh k+y— 1 wait until the sub-busy period initiated by customer 1 finishes. Then 

customerr 2 and the customers arriving during its sub-busy period are served before 

customerss 3 through n are served, etc. During the sub-busy period of customer i, 

thee maximum queue length is Mt + k + y — 1 — i. Therefore, the maximum queue 

lengthh during the whole busy period is 

M(k,y)M(k,y) = maxjfc + y; max {Mt + k + y - 1 - } 
ii  = l,...,A: + j /— 1 

== k + y — 1 + maxjl; max {Mi — i}\. 
i=l,...,ki=l,...,k + y-l 

whichh was to be shown.

Notee that M(k. y) depends on k and y only through k + y. To show the effect 

off  the distribution of B on M, we need the following lemma. 

Lemmaa 5.10 Let U\. XJi-... be i.i.d. random variables, let Z(Q) — 1 and 

Z(n)Z(n) = n + max { l , max {Ut - / } } , n E N. 
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ThenThen {Z(n). n G N0}  G SICV. 

Prooff  Fix a ^G {0.1.2.. . .}  and define 

Z(kZ(k + 1) = A = imix{k + 2.U1 + k.U2 + k-l Uk+1}. 

Z(kZ(k + 2) = 1 + max{A Uk+2 - 1} . 

Z(kZ(k + 3) = 2 + max{A Uk+3 - 1. Uk+4 - 2} . 

Z(kZ(k + 4) = 3 + max{A. Uk+2 - 3. Uk+:i  - l.Uk+4 2} . 

Thenn Z(k + i) = Z(k + i) for i = 1.2. 3. 4. and 

Z(kZ(k + 4) -Z(k + 'S) = l + {Uk+2 - 3 - (Z(A- + 3 ) - 2 )) + 

<< 1 + (Uk+2 -l-A)+= Z(k + 2) ~ Z(A; + 1). 

Hencee for any increasing and concave function 0, 

£0(Z(fee + 4)) - E$(Z{k + 3)) = Eo(Z(k + 4)) - E0{Z(k + 3) 

<< Eo(Z(k + 2)) - £0(Z(A- + 1)) 

== Eó(Z(k + 2)) - Eé(Z(k + 1)). 

andd the result follows. D 

Wee can now sec how changing the distribution of B effects M. Let M and M' 

bee the maximum number of customers during a busy period in two MA / G /l queues 

withh respective generic service times B and B\ where we assume both queues are 

stable,, so X^iEB < 1 and XfiEB' < 1. 

Theoremm 5.11 Consider the Mx/G/l queue with an arbitrary non-preemptive dis-

cipline.cipline. IfD'  <icV B, thenM' < icv M. and therefore, if B' >rx B then EM' < EM. 

Prooff  From from Lemma 5.5 it follows that {N(s).s G [0. oc)}  G SICV. from 

Lemmaa 5.6 that {Y(n).n G N0}  G SICV. Further. {M{k.y).y G N0}  G SICV by 

Theoremm 5.9 and Lemma 5.10. Therefore {M{k. Y(N{s))). s G [O.oo)}  G SICV for 

alll  k from Lemma 5.7. so {M(Y(N(s))). .s G [0. oc)}  G SICV. Note that we have con-

sideredd only B\. the first service time in the busy period. However, the same argu-

mentt applies to all later service times. The theorem then follows from Lemma 5.8. D 

AA similar argument gives us the following corollary of Theorem 5.9. 

Corollar yy 5.12 Consider the M /G/l queue with an arbitrary non-preemptive dis-

cipline.cipline. If X' < lcv X, then M' < icv M. 
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5.44 Preempt ive LIFO disciplines 

5.4.11 LIFO preemptive resume 

Noww we consider the M x / G /1 with the last-come first-served preemptive resume 

(LIFO-p-resume)) service discipline. That is, the customer that has been in the system 

thee least amount of time is always served, and newly arriving customers preempt 

earlierr arrivals already in service. Within a batch customers are arbitrarily labelled, 

soo that we may think of them as arriving sequentially, though immediately after each 

other.. Thus, one customer in a newly arriving batch will be considered the most 

recentt arrival and will immediately enter service, and the rest of the batch cannot 

bee served until that customer, as well as all customers arriving in later batches that 

preemptt that customer, are served. 

Customerss who resume service after being preempted start their service where 

theyy left off. Hence a random service with service time B that is first preempted 

whenn t units of service have been received, has remaining service time Brem with 

distributionn P(Brem > s) = P{B > t + s\ B > t). We also assume service is non-

idling.. Let T be a generic interarrival time, where T has an exponential distribution 

withh rate A, and let X be a generic batch size with arbitrary distribution and mean u. 

Lett customer 0 be the last customer in the first batch in the busy period, i.e. the 

firstt customer to enter service, and let B\ be the service time of customer 0. Let 

NN = N(B1) be the number of Poisson batch arrival times that occur during the 

servicee of customer 0, and let N(s) — [N(B\) \ B\ = s]. Note that the service wil l be 

interruptedd if N(B\) > 0. Let X\ be the number of customers in the first batch of the 

busyy period and define M(k,n) = [M \ Xx = k. N = n] and M(k) = [M \ Xx = k], 

soo that M(Xi,N) = M = M(Xi). For the LIFO-p-resume discipline we then have 

thee following characterisation of M(k, n). 

Theoremm 5.13 The maximum queue length M(k,n) for the Mx/G/l queue under 

thethe L\FQ-p-re$ume service discipline satisfies 

M(fc,n)) = max{M{k - 1), max M, + k}, k> 1, n > 0, 
i=\i=\  ,...,n 

wherewhere M(0) = 0. 

Prooff  We can think of constructing the busy period, conditional on X\ — k, B\ — s 

andd N(s) — n, as follows. Denote the arrival epochs, on a clock that only ticks 

whenn customer 0 is being served, by 0 < *i < -  < tn < s. A batch of customers 

arrivess at. time fi and starts a new independent busy period (and stops our clock 
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temporar i ly),, except that there are k more customers in the queue (the original cus-

tomers)) throughout that busy period. When this first sub-busy period is over, at 

t imee t\ + T say. then customer 0 returns to service and our clock resumes ticking. 

Anotherr batch arrives at t ime r2 + r. start ing a new independent busy period, and so 

on.. until the n sub-busy periods have completed, as well as the original service time 

s.s. Then a new busy period star ts with the other k — 1 customers that arrived in the 

firstt batch, and the maximum queue length during that busy period has the same 

distr ibut ionn as M(k — 1). Because the arrival process is memory less, this construc-

t ionn is stochastically equivalent to the dynamics of a generic M ^ / G / l busy period 

star t ingg with k customers.

Lett P(k.b) = P(M(k) < b) and P(b) = P{M < b) = EPiX^b). From Theo-

remm 5.13 we obtain the following corollary by conditioning on the value of Ar. and 

not ingg that 

P{MiP{Mi  + k < b) =P{M <b-k). 

Coro l la r yy 5.14 For b>k>l. 

P(k.P(k. b) = E[P{b - k)N]P{k - 1. b). 

Noww we can see how the distribution of D effects M. 

T h e o r emm 5.15 For Mx /G/l queues operating under the LIFO-p-resume service 

discipline,discipline, if B' <LT B. then M' <st M. In particular, if B' >r.r B, then M' <st M. 

P r o off  To show that M' <st M, we show that P{k,b) < P'(k,b) (with the obvious 

definitionn for P') for all k and b by induction on b and A\ For each b we have 

P(i).b)P(i).b) = 1 = P ' (0 .6 ). and P{k, 1) = 0 = P'(kA) for k > 1. Since B' <LT B. 

P ( l .. 1) = P(B <T) = E{v~XB) < E{e~XB') = P ' ( l. 1). 

Supposee P{i. a) < P'(i. a) for a < b and all i > 0. so P(a) < P'(a) for all a < b. and 

supposee P(i. b) < P'(i. b) for all 0 < i < k. and consider b and k. Since E[P(b - k)N] 

iss the probabil i ty generating function of N evaluated at the point P(b — k), we have 

byy the corollary above. 

P{k.P{k. b) - E[P(b - k)N]  = E[e-^l-p^b-k^B. (5.1) 

Fromm (5.1), the assumption B' <LT B, and the induction hypothesis, it follows that 

P(k.b)P(k.b) = P(k-l.b)Ee-W-p{b-k»B < P'(k-l.b)Ee-X{1-p'{b-k»B 

<<  P'(k - l.b)Ee-X(l-p'{b-k»B' = P'(k, b). 
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whichh finishes the proof.

Remarkk It is well known (Kelly [29]) that the M/G/l queue under the LIFO-

p-resumee service discipline exhibits service time insensitivity in the sense that the 

marginall  distribution of the number in the stationary system, Q, depends on the 

service-timee distribution only through its mean. At first this seems at odds with our 

results,, but we must bear in mind that the maximum number in the system during 

aa busy period depends on the sample-path evolution of the queue length over a busy 

period,, not just on its marginal distribution. This idea is illustrated in the following 

example. . 

Examplee Let M be the maximum number in the system for an M/G/l LIFO-

p-resumee queue with B = 1 (call this system 1) and let M' be the corresponding 

maximumm when the first service time in a busy period, B', is equally likely to be 

ee or 2 — e so B <cx B'', and the other service times in the busy period are identi-

callyy equal to 1 (call this system 2). Then, for e very small, the first busy period 

inn system 2 is equally likely to be very short and have a maximum of 1, or it will 

essentiallyy consist of two busy periods each evolving as a busy-period in system 1. 

Thatt is, roughly, M' is equally likely to be 1 or to have the same distribution as 

max{Mi,M 2} ,, so M' ŝt M. Note however that Q and Q' have roughly the same 

distribution.. Indeed, P(Q — 0) = P{Q' = 0), since the workload in both systems 

aree equal. Furthermore, a random arrival during a busy period in system 2 will 

eitherr see a customer with B' — e in service, with very small probability, or will 

arrivee during one of the two busy periods that each evolve as in system 1. Hence Q' 

andd Q have roughly the same distribution. Finally note that the distribution of the 

lengthh of a busy period does depend on the distribution of B. 

Thee M x / G /1 LIFO-p-resume queue with finite buffer size b also exhibits in-

sensitivity.. i.e. the distribution of the number in the system. Qb, depends on the 

distributionn of B only through its mean. Hence, the loss rate in the M x / G / l / b 

queue,, P{Qb — b), is insensitive to the distribution of B. In contrast, our result 

showss that the probability of at least one loss during a busy period. P(M > b). 

doess depend on the distribution of B, and is larger when B is larger in the Laplace 

transformm sense. 

5.4.22 LIFO preemptive repeat with resampling 

Noww we suppose that when services are preempted they must be restarted from 

scratch.. The new service time is assumed to be an independent random variable with 
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thee same distribution. We call this the LIFO-p-repeat {wit h resampling) discipline. 

Off  course, the behaviour of the queue under the LIFO-p-resume and LIFO-p-repeat 

discipliness is the same when service times are exponential. 

Wee use the same notation as in the previous subsection. Now. for stability, we 

needd XfiEBfi < 1 and XfiEB'e < 1. where Be is the effective service time. i.e. the 

totall  time a random customer must spend in service, including restarts due to in-

terruptions.. Thus. 

EBEBVV = E{B A T) + P{B > T)EBe, 

wheree a A b = rninja. b\. and hence 

EBEB - E(-BATÏ 
ee P{B<T)' 

Forr T exponential with rate A. it is not hard to show that 

EBEB<<  = XE(e-XB)  ( 5" 2) 

andd hence for stability we need E{e~XB) > /.i/{fi  + 1). 

Forr the M x / G /1 LIFO-p-repeat queue, we can indentify the following embedded 

randomm walk. The number in the system at arrival and departure epochs during 

aa busy period is equivalent to a random walk on the nonnegative integers with ab-

sorbingg state 0. The random walk starts in the point 1, decreases by 1 if T > B (a 

departure),, and goes up if T < B (an arrival). When it increases, it increases by X. 

wheree X is independent of B and T. Thus, we have the following characterisation of 

M,M, where / = 1 if T < B and 0 otherwise, and other definitions are as in previous 

sections. . 

Theo remm 5.16 In the Mx/G/l queue under the LIFO-p-repeat-with-resampling dis-

cipline,cipline, the conditional maximum queue length M(k) satisfies 

M(k)M(k) = IM(k + X) + (1 - I)max{k. AI{k - 1)}. keN. 

wherewhere M(0) = 0. 

Lett V be 1 if T > S'. and 0 otherwise. If P(T > B') > P(T > B). then V >st 

ƒ.. From Theorem 5.16 and a coupling argument it then follows that M' <st M. 

Therefore,, we have the following. 

Theo remm 5.17 For Mx/G/l queues with batch arrival rate A operating under the 

L\FO-p-repeatL\FO-p-repeat service discipline, if E(e~XB ) > E(e~XD), then M' <st M. 
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Notee that for the LIFO-p-repeat discipline, we only need for the Laplace transform 

off  the service time evaluated at (the arrival rate) A to be ordered for two service-

timee distributions, rather than a complete Laplace transform ordering. Of course 

B'B' >cx B implies B' <LT B, which in its turn implies E(e~XB') > £(e_ X j B ) . Note 

furthermoree that by ordering two random variables X and Y according to the values 

Eexp(-XX)Eexp(-XX) and Eexp(-XY). a linear ordering of all random variables can be made. 

5.4.33 LIFO preemptive repeat wi thout resampling 

Forr our final model, we suppose again that when services are preempted they must 

bee restarted from scratch, but now the service time is only drawn from the service 

timee distribution once. We call this the LIFO-p-repeat-without-resampling discipline. 

Notee that the LIFO-p-repeat and LIFO-p-repeat-without-resampling disciplines are 

thee same for deterministic service times. For stability, we need again XuEBe < 1 

andd XfiEB'e < 1, where Be = Be(B) is the generic effective service time. Given 

BB — s, we have a deterministic service time with the same effective service time as 

inn the last section, so 

EBEBee = E[EBe | B] = E 

==  \ [E{eXB) - 1] . 

E(BAT) E(BAT) 
P(BP(B < T) 

B B 
11 - E(e AB ' ' 

XE{e-XE{e-XBXB) ) 
B B 

Hence,, for stability we need E{eXB) < (fi-\- l) / / i . If. for example, B is exponentially 

distributedd with mean v. then for stability we need v > A(/i + 1). 

Withh Xi, B\. and M defined as in the last subsection, we use the notation 

MM (k. s) = [M \Xi=k,B1=s]  and M{k) = M(k. B) = [M\Xx=k\. Let I{s) = 1 

iff  T < s and 0 otherwise. We have the following. 

Theoremm 5.18 In the Mx/G/l queue under the LIFO-p-repeat-without-resampling 

discipline,discipline, the maximum queue length M and the conditional maximum queue lengths 

M(k)M(k) and M(k.s) are related: 

M(k.M(k. s) = I(s) max{A7 + k; M*{k. s)} + (1 - I{s)) max{A\ M{k - 1)} . 

wherewhere M(0) = 0. M*(k.s) = M{k.s), and I(s). M. M*{k.s) and M(k - 1) are 

independent. independent. 

Prooff  Given X\ — k and B\ — s. if an arrival occurs before the first service com-

pletion,, i.e. T < s. then a new i.i.d. (sub-)busy period starts. During this sub-busy 

periodd there are k additional customers in the queue. When that sub-busy period 
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ends,, the original busy periods starts again, with X\ = k and B\ = s. independently 

off  T and the maximum M of the ended sub-busy period. If the first service com-

pletess before an arrival, then we may consider the remainder of the busy period as 

aa new. independent busy period with k — 1 initial customers. D 

Lett P(k.b.s) = P{M(k.s) < 6). P(k.b) = P{M(k) < b) = EP(k.b.Bi). and 

P(b)P(b) = P(M < b) = EP(XiJ).Bi). We have the following corollary to Theo-

remm 5.18. 

Corollar yy 5.19 For h > k > 1 and for all s. 

PaPa h -, P{T > »)P[k - l.b) 
P ( * - M == < * ) P < 6 - * ) -

Noww we can show the following. 

Theoremm 5.20 For Mx/G/l queues operating under the UFO-p-repeat-without-

resarnplingresarnpling discipline, if D' < ICV B. then M' <st M. Hence, if B' >cx B, then 

M'M' <s, M. 

Prooff  From the corollary above, for b > k > 1. and s > 0. 

e-e-XsXsP(k-l.b)P(k-l.b) P(k-l,b) 
P(k.b,s)P(k.b,s) = 

11 - P(b k) + e-*»P{b - k) eXs(l - P{b -k))+ P(b - k 

Itt is easy to show that f(s) :=  a/(reXfi + d) is a decreasing convex function of s for all 

o.. c. d > 0. r + d > 0 (so — ƒ (.s) is increasing and concave). Hence, if B' <j CV B then 

-Ef{B')-Ef{B') < -Ef{B) and Ef(D') > Ef{B). Also note that P(k.b.s) is increasing 

inn P(k — 1.6) and P(b — k) for fixed .s. The result now follows using an induction 

argumentt similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 5.15. D 

5.55 The max imum queue length for LIFO disciplines 

Inn this section we describe the asymptotic behaviour of the tail of the maximum 

queuee length 71/ in the busy period in the M/G/l queue operating under the LIFO 
preemptivee resume and repeat (with resampling) disciplines. The batch sizes are 

assumedd to be equal to 1. It turns out that this tail behaviour is similar to that of 

thee upper bound for the maximum queue length under the FB discipline, and that 

off  the maximum in the M/M/ l queue, see Chapter 3. 

LIFO-p-resumee In Subsection 5.4.1 the maximum queue length in a busy period 
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inn the M A /G /1 queue with the LIFO preemptive resume discipline is studied. The-

oremm 5.13 gives a decomposition of M conditional on N = n. Conditional on the 

firstfirst service time J5(). the random variable N is Poisson distributed. Setting k = 1 

inn Theorem 5.13. we find by an argument similar the proof of Proposition 3.1 that 

P{MP{M <m) = Y^ P(N = n)P{M(n) < m) 

== Y^ P(N = n)P(M < m - 1)" 
r i=0 0 

==  Ecxp(- XP(M > m - \)B). 

Sincee the queue is stable, the tail probabilities P(M > m) converge to 0 as m — oc. 

Equationn (XIII.2.7) in Feller [21] states that 1 - Eexp{-sB) = (s + o(s))EB as 

,ss I 0. Hence 

P{MP{M >m)~\P(M >m-l)EB = pP{M >rn-l).  m ^ oc. (5.3) 

Fromm (5.3) and Lemma 5.21 below it then follows that 

-- logP(M > n) -> log/?. n —> oc. (5.4) 
n n 

Notee that (5.4) is similar (3.1) and (3.2). 

Lemmaa 5.21 Let {(ik)k=o,i,... be a sequence of positive numbers. If an+i/an —» p 

andand ao > 0. ihen ^ logan = logp + o(l) for n —» oc. 

Prooff  The assumption implies that logari + i — logan —> logp as n —> oc. Since 

normall  convergence implies Cesaro convergence, we have, as n —> oc. 

11 1 " 
- ( log«nn - logtto) = - ^ ( l o g a*  - logafc-i ) -*  log p. 

Thee result follows. D 

LIFO-p-repeatt In Subsection 5.4.2 we obtained the distribution of the maximum 

queuee length in the busy period in the NPY /G/1 LIFO-p-repeat-with-resampling 

queue.. To find the distribution of the maximum queue length M in the case where 

alll  batches have size 1. we set k = 1 in Theorem 5.16. Then 

MM = l + I{M{2)-  1). 
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where e 

P (// = 1) = 1 _ p ( / = o) = T ( l - e-
Xx)dF{x) = 1 - Ee~XB =: p. (5.5) 

thee maximum queue length M(2) is as in Section 5.4. and I and A/(2) are indepen-
dent.. Since A/(2) = (A/ : + 1) V A/2, where A^ and M2 are i.i.d. copies of M. we 
have e 

A// = 1 + I max{Mi , A/2 - 1}. 

Thee tail probabilities rn = P(Af > n) satisfies 

rr nn = P(7maxjA/i. A/2 - 1}  > n - 1) 

== P{I = 1)(1 - P(A/! < n - 1, A/2 - 1 < n - 1)) 

== P (1 - (1 - r n - i ) ( l - rn)) = p(rn + rn_i - rnr n_ i ) . n = 1.2 

(5.6) ) 

Byy (5.6), the tail probabilities rn satisfy 

___ rn-\ 

pp l - l + r„_ i 

Thiss recursive relation can be solved by substituting sn = l / r n and solving a recur-

sionn of the form sn = a + 6sn- i - We find that 

(11 - 2p)pn 

r ""  = (l-p)n+l_pn+l '
 n ^ °- (5-7) 

Definee the effective load pe of the system by pe — \EBe. Assuming the queue is 
stable,, we have by (5.2) that 

^ r ,, l-Ee~XB p 
P°P° = XEB- =  Ee-XB =T~p<h ( 5-8) 

soo that p < 1/2. By (5.7) and (5.8), we then have that 

-- logr„  -  log (p/(l - p)) = hgp(;. n -> oc. 

Notee that this result is similar to (5.4). 

Finally,, consider the heavy-traffic limit pe T 1, i.e. p | 1/2. Then by (5.7) and 
1'Hopital'ss rule, 

limm P(M > n) = lim C1 " 2 * ^ " 
pTl/22 pTl/2 (1 - p ) n + 1 - p n + 1 

-2pRR + (1 - 2p)npn~l 1 
lim m 

PTI/22 -(ra + 1)(1 - p)n - (n + l)pn n + 1' 

Hencee in heavy traffic, the expected maximum queue length takes on very large 

values. . 


